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INC: USER EXPERIENCE IMPROVEMENT AFTER OOBE

User experience improvement after OOBE

Abstract:
The system is busy after the Out-of-box experience (OOBE). For example, windows
update, mail download, search Index create, antivirus and so on. The fan noise and skin
temperature will be high easily because the system is busy above activities in a few
days (we define this period after the OOBE, as AOOBE period). Some activities are
background processes. User may not aware the system is busy by these processes.
The user experience is bad for the fan noise, skin temperature and system performance
during AOOBE period. We provide a method to improve user experience during the
AOOBE period. We can detect the system is in the AOOBE period and then control fan
speed and suspend background processes are not “must do” process when system is
busy in the AOOBE period. The suspend background processes will be resumed when
system is idle. It can improve user experience for fan noise, skin temperature and
system performance

Design Construction:
 HW: No addition hardware design.
 SW: The resident application is running in OS for AOOBE period detection.
The application will let background process suspend and resume
automatically. It will also notify the EC to limit the fan speed during the
AOOBE period.
 BIOS/EC: Limit fan speed during AOOBE period and fan speed is changed to
normal after AOOBE exit.
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< Flow Chart and Block Flow Diagram >
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Business Strategy/Advantages

 The fan speed is reduced in AOOBE. The background processes are suspended
automatically. The User impact is low because these suspended processes are
not “must do” process. The system performance can focus on the user’s
application. It can improve user experience for noise and performance in
AOOBE.
 The suspended processes are resumed automatically day by day in AOOBE
period. The fan speed keeps maximum speed after AOOBE period. No user
impact after AOOBE period is finished.
 No addition hardware design and easy to implement in current PC system.
.
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